If you’re looking for a clear glossy display film,
Overlay 102 is your best bet. Perfect for colour
and monochrome overlays for maps and
plan schematics, as it is ideal for full colour
reproductions. It is supplied in sheets with
interleaving for desktop sheet-fed printers and
it has got removable twin edge strips for printer
recognition on plotters.

KernowJet LabelStock Gloss
Our LabelStock Gloss is a self-adhesive gloss white
50µm polyester film. Its specific acrylic adhesive
is initially repositionable but increases to a
permanent high tack bond. A fantastic solution for
those looking for a rapid drying, smear-resistant
self-adhesive product.

KernowJet High Resolution Paper
High Resolution Paper is a heavyweight, highquality matt photo paper for instant drying
images. The super resolution coating is designed
for up to 1440dpi and high ink loads. It will
perform well with both hot and cold lamination.
The photo paper with an expensive heavy weight
feel for high quality work is ideal for both large
and small format – from desktop design to posters
and exhibition panels.
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Materials for Wide-Format aqueous printers
Our range of aqueous inkjet media is the perfect solution for more environmentally friendly
printing. Our unique products are coated with water-based formulations that are safer and
cleaner for the environment. That doesn’t mean sacrificing the print quality in any way. Quite
the contrary – our products produce stunning results whether you need a high impact poster or
a day/night backlit film.

KernowJet Ultimate Aqua 201 & Aqua Matt 185
For roll-ups, we recommend Ultimate Aqua 201 and Aqua Matt 185,
both of which have polyester grey back at 98% opacity. They are
stiff and boast perfect flatness as well as ensuring fast-drying and
smear-resistant images. Their anti-static treatment avoids attracting
dust and slipping in the printer. If you’re looking for a premium scuff
and scratch-resistant substrate with a textured laminated effect that
does not need lamination, choose Ultimate Aqua 201. For a more
economical solution, but still with high quality features, choose
Aqua Matt 185 and its industry-standard matt finish.

Mobile
Communications
Network

KernowJet Ultimate Aqua 316 & Aqua Matt 300
Similarly to roll-ups, you have two great choices for popups – Ultimate Aqua 316 and Aqua Matt 300. Both
of them being perfectly flat and stiff with polyester
grey backs at 98% opacity, they boast the same
exceptional features as their thinner counterparts
and just like them, you could choose between the
premium textured effect with Ultimate Aqua 316 or
budget friendly option with Aqua Matt 300.

Mobile Communications Network
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CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR AQUEOUS RANGE:
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